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ReviewDrosophila’s View on Insect VisionAlexander Borst
Within the last 400 million years, insects have radiated into
at least a million species, accounting for more than half of
all known living organisms: they are the most successful
group in the animal kingdom, found in almost all environ-
ments of the planet, ranging in body size from a mere
0.1 mm up to half a meter. Their eyes, together with the
respective parts of the nervous system dedicated to the
processing of visual information, have long been the sub-
ject of intense investigation but, with the exception of
some very basic reflexes, it is still not possible to link an
insect’s visual input to its behavioral output. Fortunately
for the field, the fruit fly Drosophila is an insect, too. This
genetic workhorse holds great promise for the insect vi-
sion field, offering the possibility of recording, suppressing
or stimulating any single neuron in its nervous system.
Here, I shall give a brief synopsis of what we currently
know about insect vision, describe the genetic toolset
available in Drosophila and give some recent examples
of how the application of these tools have furthered our
understanding of color and motion vision in Drosophila.
Introduction
Insect vision has a long tradition, both in the evolutionary
time scale over which it has existed and the time mankind
has spent in studying it. Long before the first dinosaur trod
the earth, and while the great-grand-fathers of humans
were crawling through the mud as newts, insects were hap-
pily buzzing around. As a taxon, insects have been extremely
sucessful over a long period of time, and the eyes are the
most conspicuous and prominent parts of their heads. The
first documented investigation of insect eyes was done
roughly 300 years ago by van Leuwenhoek [1], and his dem-
onstration of what a candle looks like when viewed through
a peeled-off lens array of a fly gave rise to the popular fallacy
that insects see multiple images of the environment. This is-
sue was clarified by Exner, a student of von Helmholtz and
uncle of Karl von Frisch, in his monograph on insect and
crustacean eyes in 1891 [2]. Interestingly, Exner also studied
human motion vision, introducing apparent motion stimuli as
well as designing neural models [3] to account for his find-
ings, an approach taken by Hassenstein and Reichardt [4]
in their studies on insect motion vision roughly 60 years later.
As should be clear from this brief historical account, insect
eyes and the neural computations taking place behind them
have attracted biologists and physicists for a long time,
partly because insect eyes are so obviously different from
ours, partly because the regular, crystalline structure of the
optic lobes suggests that the way insect vision works will
fall out if only one looks and thinks hard enough, and partly
because insect behavior is sometimes so stereotyped as to
suggest that the algorithms controlling this little agent can
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follows, many aspects of insect vision have withstood the as-
sault of scientists over the centuries. Today, there is renewed
interest in insect vision, sparked by the ever-more sophisti-
cated toolset offered by Drosophila genetics. But what
have we learned and what can we hope for, now that
Drosophila has entered center stage in insect vision? The
following account will hopefully contribute to an interesting
discussion of these questions.
Insect Eyes
Studies of insect vision have come a long way since the time
of van Leuwenhoek, and the optics of image formation are
now well understood. Insect eyes are different from the
typical lens eye of humans. They are made up from repetitive
elements called ‘facets’. Most insect eyes fall into one or
other of two basic types, defined by the optics of image
formation [1]: the apposition eye (Figure 1A), where the
photoreceptors reside within the facets which are optically
isolated from each other; and the superposition eye (Fig-
ure 1B), where the optical apparatus of the facets is sepa-
rated from the array of photoreceptors by a clear zone with
many facets acting together as a single optical device.
While the superposition eye is usually found in nocturnal
insects such as moths, the apposition eye is the ‘classical’
one for daylight insects such as grasshoppers, honeybees
and flies. In the apposition eye, the parts of the photorecep-
tors which house the photopigment, the so-called ‘rhabdo-
meres’, are either fused such that all photoreceptors within
one facet form one central light gathering structure, as in
honeybees, or they are separated, as in dipteran flies. In
the fly eye, six photoreceptors (R1–6) surround two central
ones (R7,8) that are stacked one on top of the other. How-
ever, as a result of this separation, the different photorecep-
tors in one ommatidium have different optical axes, but there
are groups of photoreceptors within neighboring ommatidia
which have parallel optical axes. By then connecting these
groups of photoreceptors to the same postsynaptic target,
it is possible to increase the sensitivity without sacrificing
acuity [5]. This principle, called ‘neural superposition’ (Fig-
ure 1C), is indeed found in dipteran flies and the resulting
regular cross-over of photoreceptor axons onto the lamina
forms a web of amazing regularity.
So while image formation is seemingly very different in
insect and vertebrate eyes, in both cases the image is pro-
jected onto the tips of an array of photoreceptors, forming
a neural representation of the environment which is, in
principle, not very different in the two taxa. There is thus no
reason to assume that insects ‘see’ the world in a pixelated
way, as is often assumed in popular cartoons — we do not
perceive the world in such a way, despite the discrete image
representation by the photoreceptor array of our retinas. In-
sect and human vision do, however, differ quantitatively in
field-of-view and spatial resolution. As an example, the fruit
fly has just 700 facets per eye with an interommatidial angle
of 4.6 degrees, distributed over almost 180 degrees of visual
space. Who would buy a digital camera with a fisheye lens
and a 0.7 Kilo-Pixel chip, representing a whole hemisphere
by a mere 26 3 26 pixels? In contrast, humans cover their
fovea, representing 2 degrees of visual space, with almost
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R37Figure 1. Three different types of insect eye.
(A) Apposition eye. (B) Superposition eye. (C) Neural superposition eye. (Modified after [5].)60,000 cones, giving a spatial resolution of about 0.01 de-
gree. This roughly 500 fold difference in resolving power
goes along with about the same amount of difference in
spatial acuity (the inverse of a single photoreceptor’s accep-
tance angle).
If one wants to know what the world looks like for a fruit fly,
imagine an extremely shortsighted person with a myopia of
14 diopters taking off his or her glasses. But not all insects
have such poor spatial vision. As a rule of thumb for species
with apposition eyes, the larger the animal, the larger the
eyes, the more facets, the better the animal’s spatial resolu-
tion. This is because smaller lenses capture less light and,
thus, keeping the number of facets constant on a smaller
sphere would deteriorate the image with photon noise. In
addition, lenses need to have a certain minimum diameter
in order to be functional. Thus, large insect species like drag-
onflies have a spatial resolution of up to 0.1 degree, which
is almost comparable to that of the human eye, at least in
peripheral vision mediated by the extrafoveal part of the
retina.
Optic Lobes
The insect nervous system is composed of a head ganglion,
three thoracic ganglia and several abdominal ganglia. InDro-
sophila, the three thoracic and abdominal ganglia are fused
into one thoracic ganglion, which is connected to the head
ganglia by the cervical connective, housing the axons of
roughly 3600 descending and ascending neurons [6]. The
head ganglion, the ‘brain’ in more colloquial terms, is parti-
tioned into the central brain, the subesophageal ganglion
and the primary sensory centers such as the antennal lobes
and the visual ganglia [7]. As in all insect nervous systems,
the neurons have their cell body in a cortex surrounding
the ganglia, sending their cell body fibers into the neuropile
where they ramify and synapse amongst each other. The vi-
sual ganglia form three subsequent layers called the ‘lamina’,
‘medulla’ and ‘lobula complex’. In dipteran flies, the lobula
complex is further subdivided into an anterior ‘lobula’ and
a posterior ‘lobula plate’. Each of these lobes forms a retino-
topic map, built from repetitive columns.
There are two large chiasms between the optic ganglia, re-
versing the image along the antero-posterior axis: the firstoccurs between the lamina and the medulla, the second be-
tween the medulla and the lobula complex. In dipterans such
as Drosophila, photoreceptor cells R1–6 connect to the cells
in the lamina, while the central ones (R7,8) run through the
lamina without making synapses and terminate in specific
layers of the medulla. The neurons making up each column
were first discovered by Cajal and Sanchez [8] and later
described in unprecedented detail and completeness for
two fly species, the housefly Musca domestica [7], and the
fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster [9]. Across the three layers,
the number of different cell types per column amounts to
roughly 110. Amazingly, each neuron type found in Musca
is also found in Drosophila, and when the scale bar is elimi-
nated from the figure, not even the specialist can distinguish
from which species the neuron is taken in most cases. Even
across distantly related dipteran species, separated in
evolution by more than 200 million years, many columnar
neurons show a striking degree of similarity [10].
Figure 2 shows one representative for each of the colum-
nar cell classes described in Drosophila [9]. In the lamina
column, also called ‘cartridge’, eight different cell types are
found: the lamina monopolar cells L1–5, the two centrifugal
cells C1 and C2, and the T1 cell. All these cells connect the
lamina with the medulla. Amongst them, the L1–3 cells are
directly postsynaptic to the axons of photoreceptors R1–6
[11]. Intracellular recordings from L1 and L2 cells revealed
an inversion and strong high-pass filtering of the signals in
the lamina monopolar cells provided by photoreceptors
[12,13]. Pharmacological studies identified histamine as the
photoreceptor neurotransmitter, binding to a chloride chan-
nel which leads to a strong and transient hyperpolarization of
the lamina cell upon illumination of the photoreceptors [14].
All of the lamina cells ramify in different layers of the me-
dulla [15], suggesting that the photoreceptor signals split
into parallel pathways there. Each medulla column houses,
in addition to the terminals of lamina neurons, about 60
different columnar neurons. Amongst these, the intrinsic
medulla or ‘Mi’ neurons ramify in two or more discrete layers
of the medulla; apart from the cell body fiber, no processes
leave this neuropile. The transmedulla or ‘Tm’ cells form an-
other large group of columnar neurons, connecting one or
several distinct layers of the medulla to the lobula. The
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dulla Y-cells are similar to the Tm-cells, but bifurcate in the
chiasm between the medulla and the lobula plate, thus con-
necting the medulla to both these neuropiles. In contrast, the
bushy T4-cells connect the innermost layer of the medulla
exclusively to the lobula plate. Here, four different variants
can be found which ramify in different strata of the lobula
plate, termed accordingly T4a–d. Only one group of cells is
known to connect the lobula and the lobula plate. These
cells, called bushy T5-cells, ramify in the most posterior layer
of the lobula as well as in four different layers of the lobula
plate, again called T5a–d. Because of the small diameter of
columnar neurons’ processes, only a few electrophysiologi-
cal recordings exist until now describing the visual response
properties of some of them [16–19]. In addition to strictly
columnar neurons, many neurons in the medulla have been
described, in Musca as well as in Drosophila, which extend
their ramifications over many different columns, often run-
ning in a thin sheet perpendicular to the columns [7,9].
In the lobula plate, large neurons are found, covering many
hundreds or thousands of columns with their dendrites.
These are the ‘lobula plate tangential cells’, investigated
in great detail by Hausen and Hengstenberg [20,21]. A total
of 60 different cells have been described in the blowfly
Figure 2. Columnar cell types in the fly visual ganglia.
Modified after [9].Calliphora vicina, all of which are motion-sensitive. They
can be grouped into various classes, such as the three cells
of the horizontal system (HS-cells) and the 10 cells of the ver-
tical system (VS-cells). Some of these cells have also been
described in Drosophila [9,22–24]. Interestingly, species dif-
ferences seem to be much more pronounced at the level of
these tangential cells than at the level of the columnar neu-
rons: Drosophila tangential cells can be easily distinguished
by eye from their counterparts in Calliphora, and although
a full account of the Drosophila lobula plate is not yet avail-
able, it seems that fewer tangential cells exist in Drosophila
than in Calliphora. Looking at a total of 16 dipteran species,
Buschbeck and Strausfeld [25] found enormous differences
with respect to the number and structure of lobula plate
tangential cells; for example, hover flies have four different
HS-cells, instead of three as in Calliphora, and robber flies
have tangential cells that, from their appearance, do not
qualify as either HS- or VS-cells.
The Drosophilist’s Armoury
Traditionally, the Drosophilist’s approach to studying insect
vision has been to mutagenise a large population of flies and
then look for mutants. The mutant screen could be either
a behavioral paradigm with subsequent anatomical analysis
of the resulting mutant phenotype, or an anatomical screen
with subsequent behavioral analysis. The approach has
changed dramatically and now is much more directed to-
wards circuit breaking by ectopic expression of specific
genes in specific cells. The key idea involves crossing two
fly lines (Figure 3, top): one of the lines, the so-called ‘driver
line’, defines the neurons where a certain effector gene is
expressed; the other line, ‘reporter line’, defines what gene
is expressed in the neurons defined by the driver line.
The technique rests on two major discoveries made in the
last 25 years: first came the discovery of transposable DNA
sequences in the Drosophila genome [26], the so-called
‘P-elements’, which can insert more or less randomly at any
site in the genome. The second came with the engineering
of the Gal4–UAS system by Brand and Perrone [27]: the
UAS (upstream activating sequence) binds the yeast
transcription factor Gal4, inducing expression of the down-
stream gene. To obtain cell-specific driver lines, one creates
a large number of fly lines by injecting or mobilizing P-ele-
ments carrying the Gal4 gene. Subsequently, all these lines
are crossed with flies carrying, for example, a UAS–GFP
reporter gene. Their offspring are screened under the fluo-
rescent microscope and those flies are isolated that show
an interesting, hopefully selective, expression pattern in
the neurons of interest. Fortunately, many labs have under-
taken such screens and created thousands of interesting
driver lines that often show a high degree of selectivity,
sometimes for even a single cell type.
The selectivity of a certain driver line can be further en-
hanced in various ways by using an additional transgene
with a promotor that is active only in neurons that, for exam-
ple, use a certain neurotransmitter. If, for example, the
neuron population defined by the original Gal4 line consists
of cholinergic and non-cholinergic neurons, one can selec-
tively pick the cholinergic subpopulation by use of the Cha-
promotor, which normally activates the choline-acetyltrans-
ferase gene [28], in conjunction with the so-called ‘flipase’
(for example [29]), a DNA recombinase which recognises
a certain base sequence called ‘frt-site’. When the flipase
gene is activated in cholinergic neurons, it can be used to
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circuit breaking.
Using a cell-specific Gal4 driver line, the gene
of choice (‘GeneX’) becomes activated in a
neural subpopulation. Its gene product can
be used either to optically indicate cellular ac-
tivity, to activate the cells, or to suppress cel-
lular activity or block synaptic transmission.
eliminate (‘flip out’) a stop-codon
flanked by frt-sites sitting upstream to
the reporter gene, resulting in selection
of the cholinergic sub-population of the
neurons originally defined by the driver
line. Conversely, one can suppress
Gal4-driven expression in the choliner-
gic subpopulation by driving the Gal4-
inhibitor Gal80 [30] using the Cha-pro-
motor. This then results in the selection
of all other (non-cholinergic) neurons
within the population originally defined
by the driver line. Of course, using the
flipase or Gal80 technique, one is not
limited to selecting cholinergic vs
non-cholinergic neurons: any other
promotor that differentiates between
neuronal subpopulations of the original
Gal4 line can be used as well.
Having targeted a certain neuron
population in the way described above,
the question now is what one can do to
the cells. Here, anything goes, in princi-
ple (Figure 3, bottom). For example, one
can record from the cells. This can be
done by driving a simple GFP expres-
sion, preferably to the soma, highlight-
ing the target in this way, and then use
somatic patch recording to record the
electrical activity of the cell of interest
[24,31]. However, many cells are too
small for patch recording, at least with
a reasonable success rate; in this case,
their calcium signals can be used as
a proxy for electrical activity [32–34].
This can be detected by genetically
encoded calcium indicators [35–37].
Here, two-photon microscopy [38] has
a unique advantage, because two-photon excitation is re-
stricted to a layer of a few microns and, thus, no out-of-focus
light will artefactually stimulate the nearby photoreceptors
[39,40].
One can also selectively activate the targeted cell population
by expression of either the light-sensitive cation channel chan-
nelrhodopsin-2 [41] or an engineered K-channel [42], and illumi-
nate the cells with the appropriate wave length. An alternative
method of photostimulation involves expressing an ionotropic
purinoreceptor (P2X2), not present in wild-type Drosophila, in-
jecting its ligand (ATP) in a photo-labile form, and uncaging
the ligand using a laser pulse [43].
Alternatively, one can eliminate cells from the circuit or
suppress their activity. Cell elimination can be done by ex-
pression of apoptotic genes like reaper, hid’or grim [44,45],
or of the gene for ricin A, a protein synthesis blocker from
the castor bean [46]. Cell activity can be suppressed in
many different ways (for review see [47]). For example, cells
may be hyperpolarized by expression of high-conductance
potassium channels [48] or by expression of the light-
activated chloride pump known as halorhodopsin, followed
by illumination [41]. Synaptic transmission can be blocked
via expression of a temperature-sensitive dominant-nega-
tive allele of shibire, a gene which codes for the GTPase
dynamin which is needed for synaptic vesicle recycling [49].
Recently, the technique for creating transgenic flies has
been substantially improved, overcoming the previous prob-
lem of random insertion and concomitant variable expression
level.Using asite-specificphage-integrasesystemtransgenes
can now be targeted to specific loci on each chromosome
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no site-specific insertion effects [50,51].
There are thus a numberofways in which theactivity of aneu-
roncan berecorded,stimulatedorblocked inDrosophila. Noth-
ing is perfect, however, and each of these methods has its own
advantages and disadvantages. While electrophysiological re-
cording certainly provides unsurpassed temporal resolution, it
is restricted to larger neurons and usually allows for recording
from just one or two neurons at a time only. Calcium imaging,
on the other hand, is only an indirect measure of neural activity
and inherently slow, but opens the spatial domain allowing for
compartmentally resolved, multi-neuron observations.
Stimulating or blocking single neurons by light via chan-
nelrhodopsin-2 and halorhodopsin, respectively, is certainly
an elegant way of manipulating the membrane potential at
millisecond time resolution, but its application to the visual
system of Drosophila will be challenging, given the bad
two-photon excitability of both probes and the close proxim-
ity of the optic lobes to the photoreceptor array in Drosoph-
ila. To block a neural response, one might therefore resort to
the use of shibire flies, but what if the neuron in question is
coupled to its postsynaptic partner cell via gap-junctions in-
stead of a chemical synapse? In this case, cell ablation looks
like the method of choice, but how about homeostatic mech-
anisms compensating for the lack of a neuron in develop-
ment? As one can see, none of the available techniques is
perfect, but the diversity of available approaches allows
one method to compensate the weaknesses of the other.
Phototransduction
Vision starts with the absorption of photons by light-sensi-
tive pigments, ultimately leading to a change in membrane
potential of the photoreceptor. Insect phototransduction
differs from vertebrate phototransduction in two ways. First,
in the resulting membrane potential change: vertebrate pho-
toreceptors respond to an increase in illumination with a
hyperpolarization (they have a ‘dark current’ which is turned
Figure 4. Phototransduction.
(A) Current elicited by absorption of a single
photon (upper trace: carp rod, lower trace:
DrosophilaR1; note different time- and ampli-
tude scales). (B) Outer segment ofDrosophila
photoreceptor. (C) Important steps of the
phototransduction cascade. See text for
further details. Modified from [53] and [55].
off by light), but insect photoreceptors
depolarize upon illumination. Second,
in the speed of the response: in some
insects, flickering light up to 300 Hz
can still elicit significant electrical re-
sponses of the photoreceptors [52],
while in vertebrates, any flicker stimu-
lus above 100 Hz would result in a flat
line. These striking differences, both
in polarity and in temporal resolution,
are best exemplified by looking at the
whole-cell current of a photoreceptor
in response to a single photon, the
so-called ‘quantum bump’ (Figure 4A,
from [53]): while the carp photorecep-
tor exhibits an outward current which
peaks at about 2 s, the Drosophila photoreceptor shows an
inward current with a peak after less than 50 ms!
In all insects, the light-sensitive pigment molecules are
densely packed in the microvillar membrane foldings —
a specialized structure of photoreceptors called the rhabdo-
mere (Figure 4B, from [53]). This structure not only provides
the surface to house the sensing pigment in a large enough
quantity (4000 molecules per mm2), it also acts as a light-
guide channeling down the incident light along the rhabdo-
mere. This structure also provides an explanation for the
enormous speed of the light response in many insects: the
small volume of cytosol between the foldings minimises
diffusional delays and maximises concentrations of the reac-
tants of the phototransduction cascade.
Thevisualpigmentofbothvertebratesand insects isachro-
moprotein called rhodopsin: a protein, called ‘opsin’, of about
380 amino acids, bound to the light-sensitive chromophore.
While the main chromophore of both vertebrates and insects
is retinal, the aldehyde of vitamin A1, many insect species,
such as flies and butterflies, have a different chromophore
called 3-hydroxy-retinal, the aldehyde of vitamin A3 [54].
Upon capturing a photon, the chromophore of the rhodopsin
molecule undergoes an isomerization from the 11-cis to the
all-trans form. This transition is accompanied by a conforma-
tional change of the protein (Figure 4C, from [55]) from
rhodopsin to meta-rhodopsin. While, in vertebrates, meta-
rhodopsin is degraded and separated into the opsin and the
chromophore, the insect meta-rhodopsin is stable and, with-
out separation of the opsin and the chromophore, can recon-
vert into the resting state upon absorption of a photon of
another wavelength. When considering the peak wavelength
of rhodopsin absorption spectra, a large range is found, from
320 up to 600 nm, depending on the insect species. In most
cases, the rhodopsin and the meta-rhodopsin forms differ in
their absorption spectra (for review see [56]).
Important steps of the insect phototransduction cascade,
including the identity of the light-sensitive ion channel, have
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(A) Homing of desert ants (N = nest, F = food
location, from [61]). (B) Zig-zagging of ground
wasps (from [74]). (C) Chasing of houseflies
(from [81]). (D) Optomotor responses of Dro-
sophilaaround all three body axes (from [127]).
been unraveled in the past 10 years,
and here, undoubtedly, Drosophila
has been the major player. The ability
to identify mutations affecting the light
response, in most cases simply
measured by the electroretinogram,
facilitated these advances, and the
development of a preparation of
dissociated ommatidia was crucial in
allowing for measurements of photore-
ceptor currents under voltage-clamp
using the whole-cell patch-clamp
technique [57].
A series of experiments by Hardie and
colleagues (for reviews see [53,55]) led to
the following picture of phototransduc-
tion in Drosophila (Figure 4C, from
[55]). After absorption of a photon, rho-
dopsin turns into metarhodopsin and
activates a trimeric G-protein. This
leads to dissociation of an active GTP-
bound Ga subunit of the G-protein. In
turn, Ga activates a phospholipase C
(PLC), which cleaves phosphatidyl ino-
sitol (PIP2) to generate diacylglycerol
(DAG) and inositol-3-phosphate (IP3).
Through some intermediate steps that
are yet to beclarified but seem to involve
poly-unsaturated fatty acids, this leads
to the opening of two classes of cal-
cium-permeable channels called ‘trp’
and ‘trp-like’, named after Drosophila
mutants isolated because of their tran-
sient receptor potential. Opening of
these channels results in calcium influx
and concomitant depolarization of the
photoreceptor. Shortly afterwards,
calcium is rapidly cleared by a Sodium-
Calcium-exchanger (CalX). To what
extent the phototransduction cascade
described above for Drosophila also holds true for other
insects remains to be seen.
Visually Guided Behavior
The visually guided behaviors of insects are as diverse as
their eye morphologies and provide a rich source of subjects
for neurobiologists to analyse the underlying circuits. Ac-
cording to which parameter of the light is being used or
what information is extracted from the primary sensory
data, vision is often divided into subcategories like polarisa-
tion vision, color vision, depth perception and motion vision.
Many insects have been shown to make use of the plane of
polarisation of light, the so-called e-vector (for review see
[58]). Such a polarisation arises indirectly from the scattering
of sunlight within the atmosphere, and the resulting pattern
across the celestial hemisphere is characteristic for the posi-
tion of the sun. If such a pattern is measured, therefore, the
location of the sun in the sky can be inferred, even if the
sun is obscured by overcast skies. Using the position of
the sun as a reference (‘sun compass’) allows honeybees
to inform their sister bees in the hive about the location of
a food source by their famous waggle dance [59,60]. The
desert ant Cataglyphis fortis is able to run straight back to
the nest after foraging in a long and sinuous path for several
minutes. Again this path integration has been shown to rely
on the polarisation pattern of the sky [61] (Figure 5A). Teth-
ered walking houseflies (Musca domestica) reveal system-
atic turning tendencies in response to slow rotation of the
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present in the stimulus [62]. In a similar way, dung beetles
(Scarabeus zambesianus) use skylight polarisation as a
means to maintain and stabilize a straight course [63].
All these behaviors rely first of all on the detection of the
polarisation plane by an array of specialised photoreceptors
with strictly aligned microvilli. These photoreceptors are
found in the facet eye along the dorsal rim and form the input
to a system which has recently begun to be analyzed electro-
physiologically in desert locusts (Schistocerca gregaria) [64].
In the central complex, consisting of the protocerebral bridge
and the central body, neurons were found to represent the
e-vector topographically: according to the subdivision of
the protocerebral bridge in which they extend their dendrites,
each of these neurons has a preferred e-vector [64]. On the
basis of such a representation of the e-vector, model simula-
tions have shown that path integration can be performed by
a circular array of postsynaptic neurons encoding the home
vector to control return to the home position [65]. Whether
such neurons indeed exist in the brain of desert ants remains
a speculation at the moment because no electrophysiologi-
cal recordings have been made in this species.
Many insects also use the spectral composition of the
light — its color. Color contrast, in addition to intensity differ-
ences, allows the image to be segmented much more easily.
Accordingly, color vision has been demonstrated in many
insect species (for review see [66]). Starting with the seminal
behavioral experiments performed by Karl von Frisch [67]
and later by Menzel and colleagues (for example [68]), honey
bees have been shown to be able to discriminate patterns
with pure chromatic contrast using a trichromatic system
[69]. Blowflies can also discriminate between light of differ-
ent wavelength [70]. A total of five populations of photopig-
ments with different spectral properties have been de-
scribed in the housefly retina [71]: One pigment has two
peaks, one in the ultraviolet range and the other in the green,
and is found in all R1–6 cells, throughout the retina, while the
four other pigments (7y, 7p, 8y, 8p), appearing in transmitted
light as either yellow (y) or pale (p), are found in photorecep-
tors R7 and R8. These pigments are distributed randomly
across the retina as matched pairs, 7y/8y and 7p/8p, respec-
tively. In honey bees and butterflies, color-opponent cells
have been recorded in the medulla, lobula and the central
brain [72,73].
Motion cues provide another rich source of information
about the environment: Objects segregate from the back-
ground by relative motion, either when they themselves are
moving, allowing, for example, a predator to readily detect
the presence and trajectory of a prey, or when the observer
is moving, thereby revealing the three-dimensional structure
of the world. In general, the distribution of motion vectors
across the visual field is indicative of certain ego-motions,
whether an animal is moving on a straight course or is turning
around a particular body axis. By careful experimental de-
sign, insects have been shown to make ample use of all these
motion cues. A telling example comes from ground wasps
(Odynerus spinipes), which perform characteristic zig-zag
flights when they encounter a novel object close to their
nests (Figure 5B) [74]. Quantitative analysis of the flight tra-
jectories revealed that wasps fly in such a way as to stabilize
the object and, thus, maximize the relative motion between
object and background. Locusts (Schistocerca americana)
have been shown to also use motion parallax in order to
aim their jump trajectory to a distant target platform [75].Tiger beetles [76] or other hunting insects such as dragon-
flies [77] are known to pursue their prey visually, and various
fly species have been filmed in free flight, either alone [78,79]
or when following their conspecifics in virtuosic maneuvers
(Figure 5C) [80,81]. Tethered flying houseflies (Musca
domestica), whenkept inconditions where theycontrol the po-
sition of a stripe against a background by their torque around
the vertical body axis (‘closed loop’), tend to keep the stripe
in front of them, again indicating the detection of the object
by relative motion [82,83]. Object approach characterized
by an optic flow with a strong expansion in front of the animal
is a sure sign for an impending collision, and consequently
elicits a deceleration and landing response in houseflies [84].
In some insect species, neurons have been identified that
match in their response characteristics the selectivity
observed in behavior [85–87]. For example, an approaching
object elicits an escape jump in locusts, and neurons re-
sponding specifically to such looming stimuli have been
well characterized [88,89]. In the blowflies’ lobula plate,
a group of neurons called ‘figure detection cells’ (‘FD-cells’)
has been found which prefer relative over global motion [90].
The circuit responsible for this response selectivity consists
of just three neurons [91,92] and is proposed to perform
a high-pass filtering of the motion image, leading to en-
hanced motion contrast [93].
It should be noted that, beside motion cues, objects may
also be localized in three-dimensional depth using stereop-
sis. Such a mechanism is computationally equivalent to
motion parallax except that, here, only two images are
compared, the one from the left and the one from the right
eye. Anatomically, stereopsis requires a substantial overlap
between the field of view of the two eyes. Using monocular
deprivation as well as prisms to manipulate the images
seen by the insect, such a mechanism has been demon-
strated to be used by praying mantids to aim their strike [94].
In contrast to the above examples where local motion cues
are used to detect and pursue an object, large-field motion
indicates self-motion and, because of the different lay-out
of the resulting optic flow depending on the flight maneuver,
is used for visual course control. For example, a rotational
optic flow around the vertical body axis may indicate an
involuntary rotation opposite to the flow, leading to compen-
satory steering maneuvers of the animal syndirectional with
the motion of the surround. This reaction, the ‘optomotor re-
sponse’, is found in almost every animal investigated so far,
from insects to fish to man, and has been seminal in the
discovery of the elementary mechanism of motion detection
(for review see [95]).
Starting with behavioral tests on stationary walking bee-
tles (Chlorophanus viridis) and later working on tethered
flying houseflies, Reichardt and colleagues [96,97] devel-
oped a model of elementary motion detection which formu-
lates, in mathematical terms, the signal processing from
the luminance input to adjacent ommatidia to directionally
selective output signals. If one sums up the output signals
of a two-dimensional array of such ‘Reichardt detectors’,
the resulting value describes the steady-state optomotor
response as a function of several stimulus parameters in
surprising detail [98]. Because of the small size of most of
the columnar neurons in the optic lobes, however, it is still
an open question which cells represent the various process-
ing stages in the Reichardt detector.
In contrast, a wealth of data from intra- and extracellular
recording and calcium imaging experiments is available on
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blowfly Calliphora vicina. As in the optomotor response,
the steady-state signals of the tangential cells correspond
to the spatially integrated output signals of a two-array of
Reichardt detectors, thus confirming once more that an op-
eration equivalent to the one described by this model must
be realised in neural terms in their presynaptic circuitry.
The model also describes the precise time-course of the cel-
lular responses under transient stimulus conditions includ-
ing several adaptive phenomena [99–102]. The spatial lay-
out of the receptive fields of these cells seems to match
the optic flow as arising during certain flight maneuvers: as
an example, the receptive fields of different members of
the tangential cells of the vertical system (VS-cells) resemble
the optic flow encountered by the fly when rotating around
various body axes [103].
This feature could be attributed to an extensive coupling
between the various tangential cells, in many cases based
on gap junctions [104–107]. The receptive field properties
are further elaborated at the level of descending neurons
postsynaptic to the tangential cells, with different cells re-
ceiving input from different but overlapping sets of tangential
cells [108,109]. In order to assess the information encoded in
the tangential cell’ signals [110], Egelhaaf, van Hateren and
colleagues [111] used flight trajectories of blowflies recorded
by a coil system and reconstructed the exact retinal motion
sequences experienced by the fly during flight. Playing
back these stimuli to a tethered fly while recording intracellu-
larly from tangential cells demonstrated that these cells
encode information about the spatial structure of the envi-
ronment during straight flight segments between saccadic
turns [112].
What about Drosophila? As in their larger sister species,
visually guided behavior has been studied in Drosophila ex-
tensively, in free and tethered flight (for example [113,114];
for review see [115]). Mronz and Lehmann [116] demon-
strated the importance of visual cues for Drosophila’s free
flight behavior: they observed that, when a pattern is rotated
around a Plexiglas cylinder containing freely flying Drosoph-
ila, the typical saccade-like flight-structure, as well as the av-
erage distribution, of the flies is strikingly influenced by pat-
tern motion. Again looking at free-flight behavior, Dickinson,
Frye and colleagues investigated the interplay between vi-
sual orientation with other sensory modalities such as odor
cues [117] and mechanosensory input from the halteres
[118]. Under more restricted conditions, two rather stereo-
typed behaviors have been characterized: Drosophila’s
landing response elicited during flight when confronted
with an expanding stimulus in front of the animal (for example
[119]), and its escape jump elicited by a sudden light-off
stimulus [120].
While the neural circuit underlying landing is yet to be dis-
covered, the escape response is known to involve just a few
neurons. Key players are the giant fibers — large descending
neurons which receive visual input and connect to the tergo-
trochanter motor neurons in the thorax via electrical synap-
ses. Once activated, these motor neurons initiate the take-
off by stimulating an extension of the mesothoracic legs. In
addition, three pairs of wing muscles become activated,
swinging the wings out to their flight position, and start flap-
ping. The sufficiency of giant fiber activity for eliciting an es-
cape jump and flight initiation has been demonstrated most
elegantly by selective photoactivation of the giant fibers [43].
A recent study [121] showed that, in response to a loomingstimulus, the escape response is directional, away from the
threat: roughly 200 ms before take-off, flies initiate a series
of postural adjustments which determine the direction of
their escape response. Thus, what appeared for long to be
one of the most simple and stereotyped reflexes found in
Drosophila, seems to be far more interesting, involving
sophisticated and complex motor planning.
Like many other insects, Drosophila can discriminate
between light stimuli of different colors from their spectral
properties alone, independently of their intensity [122]. This
ability is based on the inner photoreceptor pair R7/8, which
show the same pigment specialization and spatial distribu-
tion as in their larger cousins (for review see [123]). A recent
study addressed the neural circuit postsynaptic to R7/8 fur-
ther processing chromatic information in Drosophila [124].
Serial transmission electron microscopy revealed two co-
lumnar cell types, Tm5 and Tm9, to receive input from both
the chromatic and the achromatic channel: Tm9 was found
to be postsynaptic to photoreceptor R8 and the lamina
monopolar cell L3 — which itself receives input from photo-
receptors R1–6 — and Tm5 being postsynaptic to photore-
ceptor terminal of R7 and, also, L3. These cells, thus, could
function as color opponent cells. In addition, a medulla
wide-field neuron Dm8 was identified to receive input from
photoreceptor R7 axon terminals from about 13–16 different
ommatidia.
Measuring the phototactic behavior of Drosophila, Gao
et al. [124] found that Dm8 is both necessary and sufficient
for phototaxis to UV, in preference to green light. To arrive
at this conclusion, the authors used a mutant carrying an al-
tered ort gene, which encodes the histamine-gated chloride
channel possessed by all neurons postsynaptic to the photo-
receptors R1–6 and R7/8. Next, they used different promotor
fragments of the ort gene to drive Gal4 expression in differ-
ent subsets of the cells postsynaptic to the photoreceptors:
while ortC2-Gal4 led to expression in Dm8 and L1–3 but not in
any of the Tm neurons, ortC3-Gal4 drove expression in L2 and
different Tm neurons, but not in Dm8. When the ortC2-Gal4
driver line was crossed with UAS-ortWT reporter lines, thus
restoring connectivity of photoreceptors to the Dm8 and
L1–3 neurons, the offspring showed wild-type-like prefer-
ence to ultraviolet light in phototactic behavior. Given that,
from another experiment, L1–3 could be excluded from the
pathway mediating this behavior, this finding demonstrated
that Dm8 neurons are sufficient to drive the fly’s normal ultra-
violet preference. Conversely, crossing the same driver line
to a reporter line carrying the UAS-shits1 construct, thus si-
lencing the synaptic output from Dm8 and L1–3 at non-per-
missive temperature in the offspring, the respective flies
exhibited strongly attenuated ultraviolet-preference, dem-
onstrating the necessity of Dm8 activity for this behavior.
Blocking synaptic output from L2 and the various Tm neu-
rons using the ortC3-Gal4 line did not suppress ultraviolet
preference [124].
Drosophila also exhibits a strong and stable optomotor re-
sponse (Figure 5D) [113,125–127]. Interestingly, the strength
of the optomotor response is modulated by the e-vector
of the stimulus light, providing evidence for polarization vi-
sion in Drosophila [128]. Using the photoreceptor mutants
sevenlessLY3, in which the R7input is blocked, and outer
rhabdomeres absent (ora), where R1–6 are absent but R7/8
is left intact, the optomotor response of Drosophila was
shown to rely exclusively on input from photoreceptors
R1–6 [129]. Consequently, as in most other species,
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presenting a grating of alternating color, there is always
a brightness ratio, the so-called point of equiluminance,
where the optomotor response is zero [130].
One of the first hints for the importance of the lobula plate
tangential cells for the optomotor response in Drosophila
came from a behavioral screen, where Heisenberg and col-
leagues [131] isolated a mutant called optomotor blindwhich
turned out to lack the lobula plate tangential cells. With re-
spect to presynaptic circuitry, behavioral experiments [113]
and electrophysiological recordings from tangential cells
[24] in wild-type Drosophila confirmed the Reichardt detec-
tor as the elementary mechanism for local motion detection.
A number of approaches were taken towards identifying the
columnar neurons participating in this circuitry. From a
screen for altered brain structure, Fischbach and Heisenberg
[132] isolated a mutant with a reduced number of cell types
per column in the optic lobes. These flies were found to still
respond like wild-type flies in the optomotor paradigm. Inter-
estingly, certain classes of Tm and TmY cells are not seen in
the mutant, while others have wild-type like appearance.
These remaining cell types, amongst them the T4 and T5-
cells, are obviously sufficient to support the function of local
motion detection. Interestingly, these bushy T-cells are the
prime candidates for providing input to the lobula plate tan-
gential cells for the following reasons: As already mentioned,
T4- and T5-cells exist in four different subtypes per column,
each of which ramifies in a different stratum of the lobula
Figure 6. Functional role of L1 and L2 in mo-
tion vision.
(A) In the lamina, R1–6 provide input to four
different channels in parallel (L1-3, amc) while
R7/8 bypass the lamina. (B) Head roll was
tested around the yaw and the roll axis. (C) Ne-
cessity of L1 and L2: Using three different
Gal4-driver lines, shibire is expressed in L1
and L2. Head movements are tested at per-
missive (left) and at restrictive (right) tempera-
tures. Responses are zero in all experimental
groups (brownish bars) and unaffected in con-
trol flies. (D,E) Sufficiency of L1 and L2: Re-
storing connectivity of L1 and L2 or in either
L1 or L2 alone rescues optomotor response
completely. (From [135].)
plate. These four layers have also
been labeled in Drosophila by use of
the 2-deoxy-glucose method [133], si-
multaneously with the most proximal
layer of the medulla exactly where T4-
cells ramify as well as with the posterior
most layer of the lobula, where T5-cells
extend their branches. The direction of
motion which activates a specific stra-
tum, as labeled using the 2-deoxy-glu-
cose method, matches the preferred
direction of those tangential cells ex-
tending their dendrite in this stratum.
Finally, an electron microscopy study
[134] in the blowfly has shown un-
equivocally a chemical synapse be-
tween an HS-cell dendrite and a
columnar T4-cell.
What then is the neural nature of the Reichardt detector,
what are its cellular constituents? As a fresh step towards
an answer, Rister et al. [135] applied transgenic ‘circuit
breaker’ tools to address the question of which of the various
lamina pathways provide the input to the local motion detec-
tion circuitry. Four different channels exist that could feed
signals from the retina into the motion detection circuitry un-
derlying optomotor responses in Drosophila (Figure 6A):
there are the three lamina monopolar cells L1–3 which re-
ceive photoreceptor input from R1–6, but differ with respect
to their postsynaptic partner in the medulla. In addition, the
T1 cell receives indirect input from R1–6 via an amacrine
cell. Using different cell-specific driver lines for the monopo-
lar cells, Rister et al. [135] first blocked synaptic transmission
in L1 and L2 by expression of the temperature-sensitive
allele of shibire. Any effect seen at non-permissive tempera-
ture would indicate the necessity of the L1–L2 pathway for
motion detection. In a different set of experiments, the au-
thors allowed transmission from R1–6 onto both L1 and L2
or onto only one of them by selective expression of the wild-
type histamin receptor (‘ort’) in a histamin-receptor null
mutant. Any rescue seen in behavior after selective restora-
tion would indicate sufficiency of the respective pathway.
Testing the experimental flies in the optomotor paradigm
(Figure 6B), Rister et al. [135] found that L1 and L2 together
are necessary and sufficient for motion detection, thus
excluding L3 and the amacrine cell-T1 pathway as providing
input to motion detection (Figure 6C–E). The redundancy of
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contrast: At large pattern contrasts, restoring connectivity
between R1–6 and either L1 or L2 led to wild-type optomotor
responses (Figure 6D,E) arguing for complete redundancy
under these conditions. At intermediate contrasts, however,
L1 and L2 seemed to mediate motion; vision in opposite di-
rections: restoring the L1 pathway led to specific rescue of
the responses to front-to-back motion; restoring the L2 path-
way led to specific rescue of the responses to back-to-front
motion. At very low contrasts, both the L1 and L2 pathways
were needed for motion detection in any direction. While this
study unambiguously demonstrates the significance of L1
and L2 as input lines to motion vision, the differential contri-
bution of L1 versus L2 — L1 feeding into the front-to-back
and L2 into the back-to-front system — raises the question
of what cells then provide the input to the system that de-
tects vertical motion.
In another study, Katsov and Clandinin [136] investigated
the differential contribution of the L2 pathway to rotational
and translational components in the course control of freely
walking Drosophila. When confronted with a brief pulse of
dense random dot motion in their dorsal eye region, wild-
type flies reduce their walking speed (‘translation response’)
more strongly when they happen to be oriented against the
direction of motion than when oriented with the direction of
motion. They also exhibit a rotational response where flies
facing with the direction of motion suppress rotation more
than flies against the stimulus. After blocking L2 output by
means of shibire expression, flies still revealed a residual ro-
tational response compared to control flies. However, their
translation response was completely abolished under all
stimulus conditions, indistinguishable from flies where the
input from photoreceptors R1–6 was silenced. These find-
ings suggest an early separation of the pathways controlling
different locomotor parameters and speak against a single
network of elementary motion detection feeding into several
behavioral subsystems.
While both of the above studies [135,136] demonstrate the
power of state-of-the-art genetic tools, they also exemplify
some principle difficulties of the problem under study. A
particularly intriguing question is whether different modules
exist for the processing of different types of sensory stimuli,
or whether they differentiate according to the behavioral
component they control. According to the specific experi-
mental design and the precise data evaluation, different
studies seem to arrive at different conclusions.
Conclusions
Insect vision has come a long way, with the past decades
having witnessed enormous progress in our understanding
of eye optics and phototransduction. However, when it
comes to visually driven behavior, understanding is still in
its infancy. Here, Drosophila provides a lot of tools for circuit
breaking, and two of the studies summarized in more detail
above [124,135] exemplify the way to go. In particular, they
demonstrate how it is possible to link the circuit level to be-
havior in a causal way: by blocking a set of neurons, their
necessity for this behavior is demonstrated; by specifically
restoring functionality in this set on an otherwise non-
functional background, their sufficiency is demonstrated. It
is hard to imagine how such a rigid link could be established
otherwise. However, for an understanding at the circuit level,
analysis certainly requires application of the classical tech-
nique of single cell electrophysiology, too. Bringing thistechnique to Drosophila [24,31], in addition to all the existing
genetic tools, makes the fruit fly a unique organism to study
insect vision. Future progress made along these lines will
facilitate the analysis of non-Drosophila insects, too. Thus,
as mentioned above, fortunately for the field, Drosophila is
an insect, but it is also important to keep in mind that it is
not the, but rather one insect.
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